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Many researchers and educationists like Froebel, Montessori, Beckmen, Odom, Kohl, Rotter and Joseph
Levy have, for many years, advocated the value of play activities for young children. The consensus of
opinion that emerged from them suggested that play provides the medium by which children under-
stand, and become familiar with their environment; that play contributes to problem-solving abilities;
that play processes maximum information in the minimum time-span.

Dr. Lynn Barnett advocated play as a precursor to creativity and abstract thinking; Beers and Wehman
suggested that play facilitates growth of desirable behaviours in motor, language, cognitive and social
skills; further, that it actually inhibits socially inappropriate behaviour.
The importance of play therefore, is no longer in doubt. However, its role and place in the curriculum
is still to gain acceptance in the Indian context. This is especially true when applied to the world of special
children.

The authors of this book have done pioneering wo:
emerging subject of therapeutic recreation interve
tion specialists, this is going to be an extremely usef
book on easy-to-do play activities, Indian in essenc
enrich many a special child's repertoire of skills.
What's more, this book will help strengthen tho
caregivers, without which all else is meaningless.

Director ALOKA GUHA
The Spastics Society of Tamil Nadu
Madras - 600 113

Handicapped children are often unwilling or unable to
therefore need to be 'taught' to play; they need cam' -
environment; they need cues, instructions, encoura

engage in spontaneous play activities. They
structured and directed stimuli from the

nd reinforcement in order to play.
in in fulfilling a felt need in this newly
arents of special kids and for rehabilita-
r learning and for teaching. This handy
c in design will, I am sure, enhance and

bonds between special kids and their
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Th play is any child's birth right. We all know that playing is fun for all children and it also helps
them to grow better. The authors of this book have earnestly made an attempt to see that no
child with or without disability miss out from such an enjoyable and blissful experience. Vari-
ous play activities for children from 0-5 years have been compiled and written in a simple
language for the benefit of parents and trainers. Those play activities have been included in the
book which are relevant to Indian settings and can be easily carried out with the child. List of
rhymes and riddles collected in Hindi and Telugu, have been also been appended. Efforts have
also been made to include such play activities and games for children which apart from provid-
ing a lot of enjoyment to them, also promote better growth and development of the child and en-
courage family and peer group play. Play activities have been listed under five age groups i.e.
0-6 months, 6 months-i year, 1 year-2 years, 2 years-3 years, and 3 years-5 years. It will be
worthwhile for the parentJtrainer to read the introduction provided for each of the age groups
and then read through the play activities given in the book to select the suitable ones for a given
child. Materials needed and precautions to be taken while conducting a play activity have been
carefully listed in the book. The book has been predominantly written keeping the needs of
mentally retarded children in mind, however, adaptations wherever possible for the other
categories of disability such as children with visual or hearing impairment or physical handi-
cap have also been included.

Remember, this book only provides you with a beginning of how you and the child can have fun
together. More rests on you to use your creativity and imagination and think of more such ac-
tivities which could be fun especially to the child.
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Play is an integral part of the developmental process in young children. It occurs spontaneously in
children and serves as an important medium for informal learning in children. Play is difficult to define.
Fewell and Kaminski (1988) describe the following four characteristicsas important aspects in the
definition of play:

(a) Play is intrinsically motivated i.e. children initiate play for the sake of play only.
(b) Play is spontaneous and voluntary which is undertaken by choice rather thanby compulsion.
(c) Majority of children engaged in play have active involvement and few may have passive involve-

ment.

(d) Play gives enjoyment.

Nature and type of play undergoes a change as the childgrows up keeping in view his development in
cognitive, linguistic and social spheres. Considering the cognitive change, Piaget (1962) divided play
into three categories corresponding to each of the developmental periods. Thesestages are: (a) sensory
motor play involving repetition of a motor activity like patting or shaking an objectagain and again; (b)
symbolic play which a child can play by pretending or by including an absent object in one'splay; (c)
games with rules which may involve cooperation with others. McCorikey and Jeifree (1981) offer three
stages of development of play with toys. The characteristics of the first stage of exploratory playare;
mouthing a toy which includes licking, chewing, shaking, hitting a toy, examining a toy by turning it
round, dropping or throwing and lastly feeling or rubbing the toy in his hands, against faceor any other
surface. Relational play is the second stage in which the child plays with two or more objects by
establishing a relationship between them, and at a later stage to play with the objects according to the
usage like spoon to go with cup, bat with ball, and pen with paper. The third stage of differentiated
play, can further be classified into three areas: (a) skillful play like precision grasping, coordinateduse
of both hands which can be seen from various activities performed by the child likefitting shapes, (b)
pretend play and lastly, (c) puzzle play like solving picture puzzles or learning to distinguish objectson
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the basis of shape and size. The above classification is not very helpful in understanding the develop-

mental sequences of play in young children.Fewell and Kaminski (1988) describe three stagesof play

in relation to development of play skills highlighting interaction between child and the object which

emerge in the first three years of life, as given below.

Presymbolic Play
During the first year of life, thereis a transition from visual to manipulativeexploration of objects and

from stereotypical to functional play. Duringfirst two months visual interest is limited tostimuli which

show high rates of change. Infants canalso differentiate objects on the basis oftheir characteristics like

colour, size and shape. As the infant develops, at the age of six months manipulationis directly related

to specific characteristics of the objectsuch as shape, texture, and weight. Bythe age of twelve months

infants show more interest in objectswhich respond to their manipulationslike pressingof a light switch

turning on a lamp or the fan startrotating. The second characteristic feature of the presymbolic play

is the change from stereotypical behaviourto functional play. Initially youngchildren play with objects

in the same way irrespective of the function of the object, however, after the ageof seven months, there

is a marked decrease in the amountof stereotypical play and increase in the play behaviour according

to the functional characteristicsof the object. For example, infant may push a toycar rather than bang

it or throw a ball rather than mouth it.

Emergence of Symbolic Play
This stage is characterised by ability of the child to use symbolic representationin play which show

increase in flexibility of child's thought processes.Pretend gestures usually occur between ages of 12 to

18 months. For example, the child may pretenddrinking milk from a cup or eat with a spoon orpretend

to go to sleep by closing eyes. During this period, there is decrease in play with single objects and cor-

responding increase in playingwith two or more objects. As the childunderstands the functional use of

these objects, he is able to relate one object with another.

Elaboration of Symbolic Play
Up to the age of approximately 18 months, children use real objects in pretendacts, however, between

18 and 24 months, children acquire the capabilityto use symbolic objects which are quitedifferent from
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those used in real life. For example, feeding a horse with a block which has been substituted for cup.During the third year, children begin to use imaginaryobjects to symbolise absent objects. Forexample,child may use gesture for drinking instead ofholding any object in the act of drinking. Fingers may beused as a comb or in the game of thief andpoliceman, jail may be created symbolically ina corner of theroom. During this period, there is also a transition in theinvolvement of others in the play. It has beenreported that there is a shift from animate objects toinanimate objects. As the childgrows up, there canbe combination of pretend gestures where two or more different acts can be performed successively.
Guidelines for Parents to EncouragePlay
Play is essential not only for healthy normalchildren, but also for children with handicap.Handicappedchildren may have limited range of play, therefore, it may be necessary for theparents and family mem-bers to encourage initiation ofplay.JefFree, McConkey and Hewson (1977) offer thefollowing guidelinessfor parents and family members.

1. Play must be at the right level: It is necessary that play or the toys chosen must be appropriate tothe age level of the child,

2. Small Steps: Play must be broken into small steps and the difficulty level be increased only afterthe child has successfully performed theactivity at lower levels. Before moving to another level, thechild must get adequate opportunities toplay each game over and over again. However,care mustbe taken that the child enjoys the game again and again.
3. Model your child's play: Parents may initiate a play activity and the childmay join the play.
4. Do not spoil the game: A child should not be forced to play a game. he mustplay voluntarily in orderto enjoy the game.
5. Setting the scene: A child may lose interest in playing with the same toy. Therefore, itmay beappropriate to show the child other toys and objects. Allow the child to show interest and takeupthe toy he likes.

6. Playing alone: It is not necessary for the parents to be always playing with the child. As thechildgrows, he will be able to keep himself occupie therefore, child
must be given an opportunity to playalone.
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7. Special toys: Some toys may be kept for special occasions only. If the child tries to break them or

throw them away, the special toys should be packed awayat once. Once the child has learnt to play
with these toys properly, these can be given for regular play afew at a time. It may not be possible

for the child to concentrate on one object or game or playfor long. Therefore, it will be necessary to

introduce new games or play which can be played for few minutes at a time. This way the child will

look forward to the next session.
8. Some children take fancy to a particular toy or game.Parents should not unnecessarily be anxious

and they could try to introduce slight variations in the play or game.

9. Whenever the child treat the toys roughly or tend to spoilthem, it is best to ignore initially. If he plays

properly with the toys, do appreciate him, however,if the child starts destroying these toys, pack up
the toys and keep them away. However, the play may resume after few minutes if the child seems

ready to cooperate.
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Play Activities for Children Betweed 0-6 Months j

An inseparable bond exists between the parents and their children. Parents wish to see their baby
develop well and stay happy. How the parents interact with the baby contributes a lot towards the
child's happiness. At this tender age, child requires all the protection, love and security. Parents,
especially the mother, spends maximum time with the child. The child at this age requires a lot of
stimulation of all his senses, eg., visuaL, hearing, smell, touch and balancing. Even if the child does not
seem to actively respond to the stimulation, parents need to continue to stimulate the child. The play
activities suggested at this age will help the parents to spend time with their child in a more useful way,
will be more enjoyable to the child, help the child to develop better and also help in developing healthy
parent-child interactions. Special care needs to be taken to select safe toys for children. 'ibys need to be
selected which attract the attention of the children. Such as bright coloured toys, moving or rotating toys
and toys which make sound. Thys selected should be light in weight, have blunt edges, fast colours and
should be unbreakable. It is suggested that both the parents i.e. mother and father should involve in
play with the child.
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This is the age children learn to focus their eyes on
objects.

* Hang bright coloured paper and bright
plastic toys at 1-2 feet height over the cradle
or crib so that when shaken or moved by
wind these make sound.

Look how the child's attention is drawn to it and
how she enjoys!

• If the child cannot see or hold objects, tie
bright coloured bracelet that makes sound
on the child's wrist or ankle so that when the
hand and feet move it makes sound.

9
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An ideal time to interact with the baby is while
feeding.

* Try not to cover the baby's face while feed-
ing, talk to him, hold his hands and kiss
them and smile at him.

• Allow the child to explore mother's face and
clothing and jewellery with his hand. This
helps the child to recognise the mother
through the sense of touch. If the child has
problem in sucking seek expert advice.

10



Activty:3 4

Childrenenjoy being rocked in various positions.

* Generally rock him as you sing or ialk to
him. Let the child look at your face while
rocking.

* Seat the child on your lap with his feet
touchingthe ground. Place one ofyour hands
at the child's neck and the other at his
stomach. Slowly rock him while you sing.

* Use cloth cradle to rock the child and sing a
lullaby. Hang bright coloured objects which
move when the cradle rocks.

Rocking helps in developing a sense of balance and
feeling of security in the child in addition to put-
ting the child to sleep or paci1ring him.

• If the child is found to be uncomfortable
while being rocked seek expert advice.

.T Look for suitable rhymes at the end of the
book.

11
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When made to lie on stomach, child finds it easier
to lift his head.

* Use bright rattles or toys which rotate or
move when shaken or winding toys or clap
hands at child's eye-level. This encourages
him to hold up his head for longer time.

* While lying on your back have the child
lying on his stomach on you. Adjust yourself
in such a way to suit the child's ability to lift
up the neck.

Avoid this activity with the child immediately after
the feed.

• For a child with sight impairment use sound
making toys and touch the child's forehead
with the toy so that he holds up his head.

12



Gentle tickling is an activity which most of the
children enjoy.

* Tickle the child by blowing or tickling at the
stomach, palm and soles of the feet.

Avoid doing this activity immediately after the
child has had feed.

I ... .......... ...i. ........... .:: ..
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Activity: 6

Children love playing with rattles which make
various sounds when shaken. It helps the child to
differentiate sounds.

* Encourage the child to play with rattles of
various shapes and sizes.

* Select rattles which have blunt edges, fast
colours, light in weight and are unbreak-
able.

• The rattles are useful even for children with
hearing impairments as they feel the vibra-
tion. Also provide them with rubber toys
that can be squeezed.

14



Play Activities for Children Between 6-12 Months

By this age the child generally would have learnt to hold his head and sit with or without support. At
this age, his curiosity to hold things, feel them, reach out for attractive objects increases. Once the child
learns to creep and crawl, and make attempts to stand, family members require to keep a closer watch
on the child as he has no sense of danger still. Rearrange home articles, furniture etc., in such a way to
make space for the child to freely crawl in the house. Floors need to be swept clean to prevent the child
from putting the objects from the floor in his mouth. Anything that could prove dangerous to the child,
eg., stoves, glassware. spices etc., should be kept out of reach ofthe child. Minimum things could be kept
on the dressing table. Plug points at the child's level need to be protected. This will help you avoid
spending most of your time in saying 'no, no' to anything the child does. Introduce him to the various
things around him in which he lives. Talk to him about the activities that you do with him. eg., while
you feed him, bathe him, dress him, take him out orwhenyou show him apicturebook. Provide attractive
and safe toys to the child and let him learn through play. Few of the play activities for this age group
children are given in the following pages.
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Activity:7

Children like rhythmic movements. This helps the
child to develop a sense of balance.

* While you are sitting on the chair or lying
down, get the child to sit on your feet facing
you while you hold him by the hands. Seat
the child on your feet and slowly move your
feet up and down.

• For children having physical problems
swinging should be gentle.

J There are some rhymes to go with the activ-
ity which can be seen at the end of this book.

17
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Clapping hands is a sign of happiness and appre-
ciation which everyone enjoys, children are no
exception.

* While the child sits on your lap help her to
clap hands. Let another child sit in front
and join the activity so that the child sees
and learns. To make it more meaningfull you
could sing a song while the child claps.

.T There are some rhymes to go with this
activity which can be see.n at the end of the
book.



Activity : 9

Surprise games are of interest to children and
such games can have variations.

* Cover your face with handkerchief or use
the "pullav" of your saree. Say to the child
'where am I?' As the child tries to remove
the cloth from your face show happiness
and make a sudden sound of Ah-Ha.

* Your own hands may be used in the place of
the cloth & allow the child to remove your
hands.

* Cover the child's face in a similar fashion
and 'find' him.

Such a play helps the child to learn that anything
which is out of sight does not necessarily mean
that it is no more existing.

• For child with visual impairment encour-
age the child to touch the mothers face after
removing the cloth/hand.
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Aetivity: 10

Most of the mothers find it difficult to look after the
household and keep a watch on the child. It is safer
for the child if he is under supervision.

* Hanga cloth swing at a safe place where you
are working. Attach a string to the. child's
swing which could reach you. Place the
child in the cloth swing and see that he
safely sits in it.

• Tie an extra cloth at the waist if need be, to
hold the child's back straight. As you 1o your
work, keep pulling the rope slowly. Keep
talking or singing to the child.

. Select appropriate rhyme.

20



Activity: U

Parents should encourage brothers and sisters to
play with the child.

* Make a circle and move the ball slowly to
one another' while the child tries to crawl
and catch the ball. Using a ball which makes
sound when it moves, makes the game more
lively. Help the child to win in between to
retain his interest. The child will enjoy
more if you talk about the game as you play.
Such group games help develop better in-
teraction between the child and the family
members. By this the child gets an opportu-
nity to learn crawling.

• For children with visual impairment empty
cylinder and talcum powder tins with
pebbles inside and sealed can be used for the
same activity. Frequent shifting of the
positions by the playmates should be
avoided.

21
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After children have learnt to sit or crawl, they
would start making attempts to reach out for their
favourite toys even if it means making an attempt
to stand supporting any furniture.

* Show the child the toy and place it at a
height the child can reach e.g. cot, chair or
a stool. Allow the child or help him if needbe
to stand. On reaching the toy allow him to
play with the toy. Vary the toys to sustain
the child's interest.

• Use a winding toy that makes sound for a
child with visual impairment.
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Activity: 13
L I

It is fin for children to produce and imitate differ-
ent sounds.

* Encouragehim to imitate you while you say
Ma-Ma - Da-Da and so on. To make it more
interesting imitate different animal sounds
or sounds of vehicles, Dog says bow-bow,
cow says Moo-Moo. Make use of natural
situations and bring appropriate expres-
sions on your face. Wait for the child to
imitate you after you have made the sound.

• Use a mirror for children with hearing im-
pairment so that they can see your lip
movement.

23



Activity 14

Mostof the fathers like playing with their children
in a rough, tough way.

* Hold the child on either side and slightly
swing him off the ground for a while.

* Exercise caution for children with physical
disability.

24
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Activity: 15

It is a pleasure for the parents to see their children
taking small steps to walk.

* Have the child stand on your feet facing you
as you hold his arms, walk slowly back-
wards.

* Vary the activity by having the child stand-
ing on your feet with his back facing you and
walk forward.

• Be concerned and get professional advice if
your child has not attempted to standlwalk
by this age.

H:. . . .
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L - Play Activities for children Between 1-2Years J

This is the age of exploration and curiosity in children. As they have started to walk, they would want
to know everything around them. To do so, they would touch, hold, pull, push, squeeze, throw, shake

all that is possible by them. It is important that they are given opportunity to know about the things
around them, and at the same time take care to see that they do not hurt themselves or damage or break
valuable objects. The toys and games selected for them should be such that they meet the curiosity of
the children while teaching them do's and dont's. Play activities chosen should enhance their physical,
social and communication abilities. At the same time care should be taken to see that the toys bought
are not very expensive, as the children would outgrow or lose interest in them very soon. Following are
some suitable play activities for children belonging to this age group.
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Ball and bat are toys of interest to all children and
a variety of games can be played with them.

* Allow him to sweep the bJ1 with the bat
when you roll it to him. Initially have less
distance between you and the child and
gradually increase the distance as he gains
control.

Brothers and sisters also will enjoy playing with
the child. Use coloured, soft, plastic balls and
plastic bats that will not hurt or break.

• For visually impaired children, use balls
that make sound. For children with physi-
cal disability provide necessary support from
the back and guide his movements if needed.

29
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Now its time for hide and seek:

Children enjoy playing hiding and finding games.

* Hide a toy under a box in the presence of the
child and ask him 'Where is the toy'? If he
lifts the box and finds the toy, show immedi-
ate happiness by laughing or clapping hands.
Then ask the child to hide a toy and you find
it. If he is not able to hide or find, guide him.

Such a game helps children to keep the image of
the particular thing in their minds even if it is not
directly visible.

• Use winding toys for this game for the visu-
ally impaired children. Wind the toy, try
and cover it so that it makes noise when he
explores to find it.

30
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When children are learning to speak they enjoy
blowing activities.

* Give them a whistle to blow. If they are
unable to blow the whistle the first time,
show them how to do it and allow them to
imitate you.

* Other blowing activities such as building a
house of playing cards and blowing it down,
blowing bits of papers from your hand, blow-
ing soap bubbles from the metal ring, blow-
ing ping pong ball and so on.

31



[ Activity.

Exploring objects around them is fun for children.

* Whenever possible make use of opportuni-
ties to tell the names of the objects and help
him identify.

* Organise a game asking where is light,
where is moon, etc., and when the child
points correctly, clap hands. If the child
tries to tell the name of objects, encourage
him to do so.

• If the child has visual problems, the same
activity can be carried out by touching the
object and naming it.

........... . ....:................:....... .....: .
32
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Bathing and being in water is generally very relax-
ing to everyone. Children too can learn to enjoy
such an activity provided you make it enjoyable for
them.

* During summer times arrange a small tub
for your child and fill it with enough water.
Put a plastic ball, a doll, few other colourflil
plastic toys in the tub. Allow the, child to
play with the toys while sitting in the tub for
sometime.

Take care that the water does not rise above the
stomach level of the child. Do supervise him.

'2'....:...'
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Activity :22

Findinghidden objects is never a boring game for
children.

* Make a wooden box with a lid having a hole
enough that the child's hand can pass
through it. Put small toys, small pencils,
cubes etc. into the box. Ask the child th pull
out objects from the box one at a time and
explore them. Let him put things back into
the box. Make sure that the objects are big
enough and cannot get into the mouth or
nose of the child. They should not be harm-
ful or breakable.

• Give physical assistance to children who
have problems in holding.

35



It is time for child to be familiar with his name. If
he is not yet familiar let him learn in a playful way.

* Call by his name and ask him eg., 'Where is
Amit'? Place his hand on his chest and tell
him that he is Amit. Smile, pat and hug to
show him appreciation.

* Let family members and friends repeat the
same at different occasions so that he learns.

• For children who cannot hear develop a
visual cue to represent his name and famil-
iarize the child to the cue. Every family
member should. use the same gesture.

36



Aetivity. 24

Variations in the ball games can be introduced as
the child grows up. Throwing, catching and kick-
ing the ball are very common games.

* Use lightisoft balls so as to prevent hurting
the child. As you play with your child, use
the words appropriately such as 'throw',
'catch'. 'pick up' 'kick' etc. which would
enhance his communication abilities.

• Balls that make sound could be used for
children who have difficulty in seeing.

• Provide support for children from the back
who cannot stand by themselves.

I :...
.1
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There are a number ofbeautiful, irresistable picture
books now-a-days in the market. Some of them are
non-tearable and washable. It is time for the child
to become familiar with picture books.

* Showhim bright/big size pictures of animals,
birds, objects pasted on hard cardboard.
Make sounds responding to each animal in
a dramatic way. Allow him to handle the
book. Encourage him to make sounds
approximately or name the objects.

* If your child is interested in watching
television you could show him and talk to
him about the various things shown on the
T.V.

• For children with visual impairment 'touch
books' are available. The earlier the children
are introduced to these books, the better.

38
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* Hide yourself under the cot or behind the
curtain. Call the child's name and say 'find
me'. If child is not able to find you, call
again. Once found, clap and show happiness
and appreciate the child. Then ask the child
to hide while you find him. Sister or brother
could also enjoy joining in the game.

• If the child has hearing problems you could
shake curtain a little or show your feet or
hands from behind the curtain so that the
child can find you.

: .
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Hide and seek games are never a tiring experience
for children. The games get complex as the child
grows up. At this age finding games hold attention.



Activity: 27

Children are fond of stories.

* With the help of a picture book narrate a
short story to the child. Use a lot of facial
expressions and gestures so that he enjoys.
Allow him to narrate the story. Let him say
the story in his own way. Try telling stories
at bedtime. Do not look for perfection at this
stage.

• Use pictures to build a story sequence
alongwith gestures for hearing impaired
children.

40



Play Activities for Children Between 2-3 Years I

Children learn predominantly by imitation at this age. The playactivities at this age should involve a

lot of imitation. One should make sure that he or she provides a goodmodel to the child, as the child is

'learning'. Language is another area that develops rapidly duringthis age. Therefote songs, and rhymes

with actions play an important role. It is fascinating to watch children learn and say the rhymes with

action with their 'baby accent'. As the child's circle widens slowly,the games, toys and play activities also

should be such which suit the needs of the child. A few appropriate playactivities for this age group are

given in the following pages.
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A variation to climbing stairs is jumping from
stairs.

* Let the child stand on the last step of the
staircase facing the ground. Ask her to jump
from the last step to the ground lifting both
her feet. Show him by doing it yourself first
and then encourage her to imitate.

* This game could even be played by a group
of children where they take turns to jump.
Some children learn it by watching, other
children jump and enjoy.

• Provide the necessary physical support for
children with physical disability.
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Activity: 29

A child, whether from city or a village enjoys
rhymes. In fact, rhymes are internationally popu-
lar.

* Sing small nursery rhymes with actions to
the child which are simple and easy. En-
courage the child to repeat after you. Make
sure to show appropriate gesture so that the
child enjoys.

! There are a few rhymes listed at the end of
this book in various languages.
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Activity: 30
1

Children feel 'big' at this age and they imitate
whom they admire.

* Encourage the child to play pretend games
acting like mother, father, doctor, driver,
postman, and so on. Supervise so that they
do not fight with each other.

• Encourage the non-disabled to include the
disabled child in their play activity. Prepare
the non-disabled children so that they ac-
cept the disabled child.
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Lt1n1ty: 31

Social manners are learnt while playing.

* Encouragethe child to share his things with
others while playing. Give opportunity to
say 'please', 'sorry', 'take', 'thank you' appro-
priately while playing.

• Encourage nondisabled children to use ap-
propriate gestures for 'please', 'thank you'
and so on while playing with the hearing
impaired children.
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Activity: 32

Sand play is fun! If you can spot a sand pit in and
around the house, you could be sure that your
children are going to make use of it.

* Show them how to build a small house of
sand.

* Ask your child and another child to start
making holes in wet sand from opposite
direction till their hands meet then shak
hands and say 'hello'.

* They may also like to make sand cakes or
balls etc., or just jump around the sand.

Let them be dressed in clothes which don't bother
you if they get dirty. Take care to see that he
washes his hands and feet thoroughly after play-
ing.

• Children with any disability should be en-
couraged to participate to play in sand.
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Wooden and plastic cubes of various sizes and
shapes are very good play materials, for children.

* Let the child use his imagination to build
towers, bridges, forts and houses. Join him
and help him in the construction. Size, colour,
shape, number - all these can be taught
through this game in a play way.

• Children having visual impairment could
use more of touch sensation to enjoy it.
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Aetivity 34

Childrenneed to be encouraged by parents to play
with other children.

* Help the child to join the group of children
and ensure that other children accept your
child. Initially you could assist your child
while he plays in the group but quickly
withdraw yourself if the child is comfort-
able in the group.

* Children love playing pretend train games.
You could even teach children suitable
rhymes which they could sing while they
play the train game as shown in the picture.

! Have a look at some of the rhymes at the end
of the book.

I :•:•.::•:...:•... :. ..:...... •.•:...• .• •. :•::•.... .:
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As children are growing they acquire better motor
skills. Swing is one of the most enjoyed play activi-
ties.

* Take the child to a playground which has
the facility of swing or make a swing using
a worn out rubber tyre. Count as you gently
push the swing.

• Be next to the child if he is afraid. Use straps
to provide further support to children hav-
ing difficulty in balancing.
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____ Play Activities for Children Between 3-5 Years__

fl

Children start attending preschool around this time and are slowly 'weaned' from the mother/caretaker.
They come across a lot of new things to do in the present environment. Interaction with the children of

their own age group increases and slowly they learn sharing, taking turns, defending if beaten, taking
disappointments and so on. Organised games and play activities are predominant in this age. They learn
a lot of activities from school. This section lists a few play activities which the parents/caretakers can
assist children in learning in the home environment.
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Threading beads and making garlands are activi-
ties children tend to enjoy.

•* Give him a stiff plastic thread in his pre-
ferred hand. Burn the edge of the plastic
thread so that it sticks together and stays
stiff. This would enhance easy holding of
the thread.

* Both boys and girls could enjoy such an
activity. They could be taught to m8ke
small garlands and use it during prayer
times or they could mike necklace of beads
and wear it.
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IGamesbecome slightly structured as the children
grow up. This should also lead to learning experi-
ences in children.

* Make two sets of cards each consisting of
ten animals, ten commonly used objects,
numbers from 1-10, four colour with names
of colours written on it and four shapes, and
five birds. Shuffle both the sets of cards.
Seat your child and another cbild opposite
to each other. You too may join the game.
Distribute the cards equally to the players.
Each takes turn to throw one card at a time
on the table/floor. The child whose card
thrown matches with the earlier one,
immediately thrown before him takes all
the cards lying on the floor/table.

To continue the game again the child who took all
the cards throws the first card and the game
continues like this till the winner has all the cards
while the others are left with none. Allow the child
to win once in a while.

This helps the child learn to take turns, identi1y
animals and objects and accept failure.
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Music is a universally accepted recreation.

* Get a few children together, including your
child. Put on some music to the liking of
children. Encourage the children to dance
to music. The music can have rhymes and
concept songs so that they are educative.

fl Look for suitable rhymes at the rhyming
section of the book.

• Use appropriate signals to indicate change
in the actions for the rhymes for the benefit
of children with hearing impairment.
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Environment enhances play and creativity. They
can also teach many concepts to children.

* Teach names of colours by involving in play
activities with the child, e.g., collecting green
leaves, red flowers, blue paper, yellow flow-
ers etc., also teach him to identify and name
the colours of his own clothes and others
dothes and other objects. eg., Mummy
wearing a red saree.

• Encourage the disabled children to explore
the natural environment to the mwimum
possible.
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I ActivftyO

Now it is time for organized group games.

* Havea group of children playing blind man's
buff. Blindfold one child who then tries to
catch other children while they run around
him. The child caught by the blind folded
child then plays as blind man. The game can
be timed. Eg. Play for half an hour to one
hour or so.

• This is an opportunity for the nondisabled
children to learn about those who are
visually impaired.
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Group games can be made interesting.

* Oneof the children hops on one leg and tries
to catch other children in the group. When
another child is caught he then plays the
Den. Parents too could join in the game and
have fun. This game can also be timed. Eg.
Play for half an hour to one hour or so.

• This is an opportunity for the nondisabled
children to learn more about the experiences
faced by those who have physical disability.
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Children love collecting pictures of their favourite
things. If they have not yet developed a liking for
it, help them to do so.

* Let them indulge in cutting and pasting
games. After cutting the picture of ammals
and various other objects, the child could
paste them on a big chart paper to make it
a wall hanging or on a scrap book. Let him
feel proud of it when you show it to the
guests visiting the house.

* Tearing and pasting bits of coloured papers
within a given outline is also interesting to
children.
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Old discarded cycle tyres or old rubber gaskets of
the pressure cooker could be of no use to the adults
but they are a big source of play and excitement to
children.

* Teach your child to push the tyre with a
wooden stick and rim along with it.

* Make sure that he does not reach a busy
street with it. While sitting on the ground
children could roll old rubber gaskets.

11
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I ActIvi1j44

Shapes can be taught through games.

* Oii the ground make squares and circles
with a wooden stick or finger. The child is
asked to jump only on squares or circles in
turns. Whenever he makes mistakes that is
if the child jumps on the square when re-
quired to jump on a circle, the other child
takes over the turn. The game could con-
tinue for a short period or so.

• If the child has difficulty in standing or
jumping she maybe allowed to crawl into
the respective shape.
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Children like to splash around and play with water
especially during summer time.

* Diningmorning or evening times allow the
children to water the plants or sprinkle
water on the ground around the house.
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I Aetivity46

Children at this age enjoy playing with their peer
group.

* One of the most common games that chil-
dren in this age engage in is clapping hands
with their partner in a rhythemic style.
Though girls generally prefer to play this
game, however, boys are not an exception to
enjoy such a play activity.

.T Children also sing rhymes wl3ile they clap
with their partner.
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Children between the ages of 3 to 5 years enjoy
solving im11 riddles.

* Introduce riddles: what is it that is round,
shines only at night and spreads light? Wait
forthe child to think and answer the riddle.
If the child is not able to answer then tell the
answer i.e. the moon. Such games help chil-
dren to receive, integrate information, and
sharpen their reasoning ability.

Look for some of the riddles at the end of the book.
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A collection of some of the rhymes and riddles in
Hindi and Telugu have been includedin the follow-
ing pages. Description of the activity to go with the
rhyme wherever needed and alongwith its age
appropriatenss is mentioned for each rhyme. It is
suggested that you select the appropriate rhyme
for your child keeping in mind the child's level of
development. Remember, you can add a whole lot
of more songs or rhymes for your child which
probably your parents or grandparents have sung
for you.
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